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Seven 10th grade students from Rubtsovsk spent 
over two weeks visiting southern Oregon this 
spring.

The four girls, Daria Rybina, Julia Alekseeva, Luba 
Potapenko, and Olga Surkovam, and three boys, 
Roma Kosulin, Dima Vartanov, and Kostya 
Malakhov, have all studied English and received 
excellent practice during their Sister City visit 
March 12-22. Local families hosted the students 
and provided many additional experiences.

The seven Russian students spent several days 
visiting Hidden Valley and Grants Pass high 

schools and South Middle School, sharing some of 
their special interests and hobbies. For example, 
Dima’s presentation was about playing chess, 
Luba’s about rock climbing, and Olga’s about 
dancing.

The students also showed pictures of Rubtsovsk 
and answered American students’ questions about 
similarities and differences between Russian and 
American schools and student life.

All the foreign-language students at Grants Pass 
High attended one session of the Russian 
presentations, and at Hidden Valley at least 200 
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Eight Rubtsovsk visitors took in the sights of downtown Grants Pass in mid-March. Pictured from left are Olga, Dima, Daria, 
Kostya, Svetlana, Julia, Roma, and Luba.

Russian high school students visit Grants Pass
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social studies and business 
students attended the 
presentations.

Chris Pendleton at Hidden 
Valley and Bill Sarver and 
Arturo Ville at Grants Pass 
organized the comprehensive 
programs in which Russian 
teens were paired with 
American leadership students, 
who took them to their own 
classes and to meet more 
American students for lunch.

South Middle School social 
studies teacher Lois 
MacMillan had taught her 
seventh graders a few words of 
Russian to greet the visitors to 
her classes.

Svetlana Ivanova, director of 
Lingvo, one of two private 
language schools in Rubtsovsk, 
accompanied the students. She worked with 
Ludmila Starchenko, president of Rubtsovsk 
Sister City and also a teacher at Globus, the other 

Rubtsovsk language school, to 
organize the’ trip. At every 
presentation, Svetlana invited 
the American students to visit 
Rubtsovsk.

The Russian students also 
toured downtown Grants Pass, 
Wildlife Images, Grants Pass 
Museum of Art, Rogue 
Community College Redwood 
Campus, Parkway Fire and 
Police Station, Evergreen Bear 
Hotel, and the KDRV TV 
station and made a 
presentation to the Grants 
Pass City Council.

Guided by Bucky Dennerlein, 
they hiked Lower Table Rock 
and also spent a full day at the 
Oregon coast with a stop in 
Stout Grove.

Topping off the visit, the 
Charlie Brown Squares gave the Russians square 
dance lessons during a farewell party at the 
Fruitdale Grange. 

 

 

Kostya poses with Sister City Committee 
Chair Nancy Hitchcock.

(Left) Kostya takes part in a biology lesson at Grants Pass High 
School.

(Above) Hidden Valley High School students share lunch with the 
visiting Russians.
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Russian youth’s parents express gratitude 
The parents of Luba Potapenko sent a letter of thanks to the Grants Pass Sister 
City Committee following the visit in March of seven Rubtsovsk high school 
students. The following is an excerpt from the letter.

Our family expresses deep gratitude to the Sister City Committee…
for the perfectly organized and interesting program. Thank you for 
the hospitality of the inhabitants of Grants Pass and host families.

In our early childhood, every Soviet child dreamed of becoming a 
cosmonaut like Yuri Gagarin or Valentina Tereshkova. No one could 
dream of going to America.

During the Iron Curtain, many people thought that becoming a 
cosmonaut in the Soviet Union was easier than seeing the United 
States. . . Now everything for our children became simple. You can 
receive an invitation from the Sister City Committee, buy tickets and 
fly to America. Now people can travel to visit each other, to erase 
borders and stereotypes.

Our family is ready to host one of the members of the future 
delegation. We will do our best to make an impression on our guest.

With warmest regards, 
Family Potapenko. 16.04.2017

The Russian visitors sing at the farewell dinner, accompanied by GPHS 
teacher Arturo Villa.

Bolshoye spasiba! 

Big, big thanks to the families who 
hosted the Rubtsovsk students. These 
wonderful families gave so much to 
the teenagers.  In several instances, 
students split their time between two 
families: 

Dima: Denise, Jules and Isaac Bales 
and Bee Bantug and Gordon O-Hara 

Daria: Fritz and Gisela Brune and 
Colletta Young 

Luba and Olga: Kirk and Denise 
McElney and Carl and Marina Rhodes 

Kostya: Bill and Maureen Bailey and 
Grant and Jill Walker. 

Roma: Cherryl Walker and Marty Hill 

Julia: Doug and Beverly Walker 

Svetlana: Carl and Marina Rhodes and 
Olga Rusina and Arturo Ville 

Also, thank you to Denise and Kirk 
McElney for hosting the welcome 
party and to Doug and Bev Walker for 
hosting the family fun night. Finally, 
thanks to the following for tours, treats 
and making the young visitors 
welcome: Hidden Valley and Grants 
Pass high schools, South Middle 
School, Rogue Community College, 
Grants Pass Mayor and Council, 
Charlie Brown Squares, Grants Pass 
Daily Courier, Bear Hotel, Club 
Northwest, Grants Pass Museum of 
Art, Blind Georges, Taprock, and 
Wildlife Images. 
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